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Abstract: This paper studies the stress state of a threaded fastening by using Finite Element (FE)
models, applied to surgical screws in cortical bone. There is a general interest in studying the stress
states induced in the different elements of a joint caused by the thread contact. Analytical models were
an initial approach, and later FE models allowed detailed studies of the complex phenomena related
to these joints. Different studies have evaluated standard threaded joints in machinery and structures,
being the thread symmetric. However, surgical screws employ asymmetric thread geometry, selected
to improve the stress level generated in the bone. Despite the interest and widespread use, there is
scarce documentation on the actual effect of this thread type. In this work, we discuss the results
provided by FE models with detailed descriptions of the contacts comparing differences caused by
the materials of the joint, the thread geometry and the thread’s three-dimensional helical effects.
The complex contacts at the threaded surfaces cause intense demand on computational resources that
often limits the studies including these joints. We analyze the results provided by one commercial
software package to simplify the threaded joints. The comparison with detailed FE models allows a
definition of the level of uncertainty and possible limitations of this type of simplifications, and helps
in making suitable choices for complex applications.

Keywords: threaded joints; screws; finite element model; ANSYS; contact problem

1. Introduction

Threaded parts are the most widely deployed mechanical joint in machinery design. The most
common threads for machinery are symmetric ones, typically metric and Whitworth, see Figure 1b,c.
A key characteristic of a joint is the load distribution pattern through the threads along the depth path
of the joint. This pattern helps when analyzing the joint’s performance in some applications, especially
if the material characteristics of the joint parts are rather different from those of the fastener part. That is
the case of surgical screws, applied to fasten bone plates to heal broken bones in reduction procedures.
Screws and plates are usually made of stainless steel or titanium and both have similar success rates
in fracture fixation applications. In terms of deployment, there is a preference for stainless steel
orthopaedic devices in the USA and for titanium in Europe [1]. For screws, stainless steel allows better
torque control but the tissue integration with titanium shows smaller inflammatory responses [1,2].
Since we focus this work on the thread geometry, we chose stainless steel as the reference material to
perform this study, without lack of generality.
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Early analytical results [3–5] showed that the three threads just under the head, considering a bolt
or screw for reference, take more than 50% of the applied load. These models were based on defining
the rigidity of the parts of the joint and then analyzing the stresses caused in the geometrical sections
of interest. These results were in line with common empirical experience of broken parts in failed joints.
Analytical models were developed further to describe more complex joint effects such as the bending
of the threads, compression of the nut, etc. [6–8], and provided more detailed descriptions such as the
thread fillet stress, joint efficiency, etc. [9]. The state-of-the-art analytical models are implemented in
the reference [10] with procedures to assess bolted joints, used as a de-facto standard guideline.

The numerical methods applied to mechanical calculations allowed major new approaches to more
complex cases, and were immediately applied to the analysis of joints—always critical parts of any
mechanical assembly. In the initial studies, using Finite Element (FE) methods the joints were modelled
by using an axisymmetric description [11–14]. Typically, the authors revisited the state-of-the-art
analytical models to cross check the results and search for possible influencing effects lying beneath the
simplifications introduced, which the powerful numerical tools could directly address. The models also
grew in complexity by introducing three-dimensional effects caused by the real helical geometry [15]
and the pre-loading of the joint with a calculated torque [16–18] usually applied to bolts. Typically,
geometric models are defined with sufficient detail so as to reproduce the thread effects in the parts.
This search for detail has meant that the need for model definition and computing time is continuously
increasing and the study of multi-joint assemblies has become a highly time-consuming problem that
includes complex contact modelling.

The study of cases involving surgical screws usually focuses on analyzing the influence of the
mechanical effects on more subtle biological or physiological processes, typically cellular osteosynthesis.
Such studies clearly face the challenge of applying a complex detailed model and the calculation
requirements can be unfeasibly demanding [19,20]. Sometimes the authors opt to use a highly
simplified model [21], and commonly simplify the contact at the thread regions assuming cylindrical
glued surfaces [22–24]. This selection may cause an immediate overestimation of the assembly stiffness
and therefore hinder the study of some unnoticed effects. The optimal compromise would be the
application of simple-to-implement methods that have limited computational cost but can provide
realistic results. Software packages dedicated to developing FE models include tools to describe
different joint formats efficiently. ANSYS (ANSYS Inc., PA, USA) offers a specific tool (version 17, 2017)
for threaded joints, which, despite simple implementation [25], is not documented and leaves the user
responsible for any type of application in case studies. This tool has been developed for symmetric
threads (Metric and Whitworth).

This study focuses on analyzing joint models for threaded parts related to surgical applications
when two different materials are in contact: bone and steel. We selected the reverse buttress-shaped
HA thread as described for surgical screws according to ISO5835, ISO6475 and ISO9268. These screws
are applied to cortical bones to fasten bone plates for reduction healing procedures. The HA thread is
asymmetric (Figure 1a) and its design maximizes the contact area and minimizes the stress in the bone
regions, while supporting the typical single direction loads of the application.

This work aims to contribute towards the knowledge of surgical threads studying them with
2D axisymmetric models, full 3D models and also testing the use of simplified bolt thread modelling
software initially devoted to symmetric threads. If the use of this simplified modelling could be
demonstrated, the studies including plates and bolts would be highly improved in terms of efficiency
for both the model definition and the computing demand, while preserving the accuracy of the
description. The work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a detailed two-dimensional
axisymmetric FE model to study specifically the load sharing in the threads and the stress state in
the bone bulk regions next to the joint, depending on the thread types. Then, Section 3 analyses
a three-dimensional model to compare any differences emerging from the volumetric geometry.
Section 4 deals with the application and comparison of a simplified model that could be an option
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when describing the threaded joints if properly implemented. We also describe possible size-scale
effects and computing time issues in Section 5.
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Figure 1. Drawing of the threads according to (a), ISO5835-HA; (b), metric ISO68; (c), Withworth BS84.

2. Axisymmetric Two-Dimensional FE Model

To build a reference model for our studies we used an axisymmetric geometry based on the ISO68
‘metric’ thread. This case study allows the results to be crosschecked with previous works based on
analytic [8] and FE models [15]. Thus, we can compare the effect of having different materials in the
joints by including the bone and finally we can modify the geometry to the asymmetric HA thread to
compare the differences due to the geometry, while keeping the materials and contact definitions.

We used as our case study the geometry of ISO68 M2 and 2 mm diameter ISO5835-HA screws.
For the joint, eight full threads of the screw inserted into the plate, with internal thread, were used.
The plate has a depth equivalent to 10 threads, and a width equivalent to three times the screw’s
nominal diameter. Therefore, the stress distributions can develop with no geometrical limitations.

The model was defined with a mesh of rectangular linear elements (PLANE 182 type in the
software) with axisymmetric option. Due to the different geometrical characteristics of the symmetric
and non-symmetric screws, we selected different element sizes in the contact region, which is especially
important to define the curvatures of the HA thread properly, see Figure 2. We used 0.015 mm element
size for the model of ISO68 threads producing 6500 elements, with a structured mesh; and 0.010 mm
element size for the model of HA threads producing 36,000 elements. Mesh sensitivity analyses
showed a correct convergence.

Contacts were modelled using frictional contacts whose coefficients are defined in Table 1.
In addition, augmented Lagrange formulation was used in order to guarantee good convergence
as well as low penetration in contacts. We checked that penetration was negligible in comparison
with the local deformation values. Because of the high value of the friction coefficient, we used a
full Newton method to solve the FE model but additionally applied an unsymmetrical solver to deal
with the non-symmetric stiffness matrix. In the case of models where only steel is used, as friction
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coefficient is lower, the stiffness matrix could be considered symmetric, and the un-symmetrical solver
is not needed.
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Figure 2. Drawing of the geometry and mesh defined for the two-dimensional axisymmetric Finite
Element (FE) models. Upper panels: general view of threads ISO68 (a) and ISO5845-HA (b). Note that
the number of inserted threads is the same in both cases. Lower panels: detailed view of threads
ISO68 (c) and ISO5845-HA (d). The scale is now the same and the different size is given by the thread
pitch definition.

The material properties used in the models were defined for the surgical recommended AISI-316
stainless steel with elastic properties. The cortical bone was considered as isotropic following the
works [19–21,24,26–28], which studied cases referring to human and also to animal bones, which are
an important research field and source of intense research [29,30]. The thread contacts were defined
as frictional type with friction coefficient value 0.1 for steel-steel [15] and 0.37 for bone-steel [31,32].
The material and tribological values used in our work are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties and friction coefficients for the materials used in the FE model.

Steel AISI-316L Bone

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 193 16
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3

Density (g/cm3) 7850 1900
Yield Stress (MPa] 290 102

Steel-Steel Steel-Bone

Friction coefficient 0.1 0.37
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To define the boundary conditions, a 200 N axial force was applied to the screw while the thread
was fixed at its top as shown in Figure 3. This load value produces maximal tensional values in the
bone about the material yield stress. We performed tests for ISO68 threads with steel-steel contact,
ISO68 threads with steel-bone contact, and ISO5835-HA threads with steel-bone contact.
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Figure 3. Boundary conditions (BC) application over two-dimensional model (a) and three-dimensional
model (b). The same BC are used in all models and geometries.

The results provided the contact stresses at the thread contact, tensional states and internal
deformations. The contact load evaluated at each thread of the joint normalized with respect to the
overall of 200 N applied to the screw was then plotted. In order to perform such a computation,
we divided the whole contact definition as shown in Figure 4. Thus, one single contact surface for
each thread is defined; all of them are defined with the same conditions. Defining contacts separately
allows to compute the total load at each thread. Therefore, since contact pressure is computed during
the solution process, the integral extended to each contact surface provides the total load supported by
the thread. Figure 5 depicts the load normalized with respect to total applied load. As stated [3–5],
the load of the first thread takes the highest value but it then diminishes continuously through the grip
length. There are differences depending on the material combination due the trade-off effects caused
by the different rigidities involved. The steel-steel and steel-bone cases differ up to 25% in the higher
loads, when comparing the same ISO68 thread. The more compliant bone causes a more even sharing
of load between threads. The HA thread causes a slightly higher load than the ISO68 for steel-bone
contact but the differences are lower than 5% in the initial threads.
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Figure 5. Force measured on each thread relative to the applied force. This load is defined as the
contact reaction on the thread. The results are for threads ISO68 for steel-steel and steel-bone contacts,
and for HA thread with steel-bone contact, according to the legend.

A more interesting evaluation for the joint is the stress state caused by the loads. The von Mises
stress measured in the bone bulk material was evaluated in a path parallel to the screw axis, at a
certain radial distance, and as a function of the depth, see Figure 6. The tensional profile in the bulk
material depends on the distance to the joint so different paths were analyzed, located at distances
of 0.125 p, 0.25 p and 0.5 p from the outermost diameter of the internal thread, where p is the pitch
value. Thus, the stress changes can be evaluated as a function of the depth and radial distance to the
joint. The results showed that the stress level decreases when increasing radial position, as was to be
expected. Thus, the discussion is focused on one of the distances (0.25 p) for the sake of simplicity,
while other results are rather similar. In Figure 6, the stress level along the depth path at radial distance
of 0.25 p is plotted. The depth is shown as a function of the pitch for a better comparison of both ISO68
and HA threads.
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Figure 6. Von Mises stress along a path in the bone defined parallel to the screw axis and separated
0.25p from the outermost diameter of the internal thread. The lines correspond to the calculations done
with a two-dimensional axisymmetric FE model of ISO68 M2 thread with steel-steel and steel-bone
contact, and 2mm HA thread with steel-bone contact.
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The results show that the decrease of the stress is faster in depth for steel-bone contact than for
steel-steel contact. This is caused by the higher compliance of the bone. Indeed, for equivalent size
bolts and the same actuating force, the results show a lower stress level for the HA surgical bolts
of approximately 40%. This effect is caused by the special design of the HA thread, which is better
adapted to work with more compliant materials.

3. Comparison with a Three-Dimensional FE Model

The two-dimensional models may hinder the observation of effects caused by the helical geometry
through the thread profile. Some authors have addressed this issue for the UNC-UNF Unified Coarse
and Fine pitch threads [15] (both symmetric). However, it is interesting to study the possible effects
caused by the asymmetric HA thread. A 3-dimensional FE model of the HA thread geometry was built
by using a mesh of linear tetrahedral elements (SOLID185) with element size 0.02 mm at the complex
contact regions with about 4.9 × 106 elements, see Figure 7. The materials were steel and bone as
previously defined, and the contact definition was a frictional one with friction coefficient values as
before, see Table 1. All remaining settings were imposed as in the two-dimensional case to generate a
model suitable for comparing with the axisymmetric case.
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Figure 7. Drawing and detail of the screw and plate used for the three-dimensional FE model, showing
the complex mesh defined, with a large density at the thread contact region: (a), global mesh view;
(b), detailed view near the contact region.

The results of both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional models can be directly compared.
The loads per thread slightly change up to 5% in the highest values. In Figure 8 the von Mises stress
measured in the bone bulk material in a path parallel to the screw axis, at distance of 0.25 p is plotted.
The X axis is measured in mm, where 0.6 is the thread pitch, and the two lines correspond to the results
of the two-dimensional and three-dimensional models. The start point in the 3D model was selected to
coincide with the 2D model due to the initial location of the helical trajectory. The three-dimensional
model values differ by less than 5% at the initial threads, and the profiles mimic each other closely
along the path. The profiles showed no important differences, either through the depth or the radial
position, comparing paths at distances 0.125 p and 0.5 p. Therefore, the differences for both the
load and the stress values are kept within 10% for two-dimensional and three-dimensional models.
However, the model definition and computational cost is notably increased for the three-dimensional
model, and it will be discussed in Section 5.
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0.25 p from the outermost diameter of the internal thread. The lines correspond to two-dimensional
and three-dimensional FE models for a HA 2 mm thread in steel-bone contact.

4. Simplified Bolt Thread Modelling

Considering the previous results obtained with FE models including detailed contacts,
the performance of some implemented methods for simplifying joints in software packages can
now be compared. ANSYS offers the so-called ‘simplified bolt thread modeling’. It can be applied to
two-dimensional and three-dimensional models.

The geometrical definition is rather simple, requiring the definition of two cylinders: one for the
screw and the drill hole for the plate. The diameter corresponds to the thread´s mean diameter value.
For the mesh, at the ‘contact’ region, the element size must be so that there are at least four elements
per pitch. The simplified model requires the input values for mean pitch diameter, pitch and thread
angle to characterize the threaded joint at the defined region.

4.1. Comparison of a Symmetric ISO68 Thread

The simplified model is firstly compared with the two-dimensional FE model for the ISO68 thread
and steel-bone contact, the materials and contacts defined as above, see Table 1. The simplified model
substitutes the M2 screw with a cylinder of thread mean diameter 1.77 mm. The structured mesh was
made of rectangular elements (PLANE 152) defined with 10 elements per thread pitch and therefore
an element size of 0.04 mm. The recommended value is four elements [25], interpreted as a minimum,
but having better detail of the stress maps was preferred. The mesh was built with 432,560 elements.
The numerical model input values were the nominal M2 pitch diameter (1.742 mm), pitch (0.4 mm)
and thread angle (60◦).

The simplified model does not contain geometrical threads and so a straight comparison of
load-per-thread is not possible. Instead, we used the stress state measured in the bone part. The stress
was measured at paths located at radial distances 0.125 p, 0.25 p and 0.5 p, as described before.
In Figure 9 the stress state is shown for the path at 0.25 p, for both the two-dimensional axisymmetric
FE model and the simplified model. The threads reappear now in the results provided by the simplified
model with clear stress peaks. There is a slight offset of the peak location between the models. This is
simply connected to the relative position of the first thread in the two-dimensional model, while it
may correspond to some average value in the simplified model. Therefore, this shift is of no interest
for further discussions. The stress pattern is rather similar and the peak values differ by no more than
7%. The same behavior and similar values were observed at other radial distances, 0.125 p and 0.5 p.
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Figure 9. Stress state (von Mises) along a path in the bone defined parallel to the screw axis and
separated 0.25 p from the outermost diameter of the internal thread. The lines correspond to the
two-dimensional FE model and the simplified model, for an ISO68 M2 thread in steel-bone contact.
Thread pitch is 0.4 mm.

4.2. Comparison of an Asymmetric HA Thread

A second comparison case can be considered for the asymmetric HA threads. The simplified
model was defined with values of mean thread diameter 1.65 mm, pitch diameter 1.41 mm and pitch
0.6 mm. The thread angle is not defined for asymmetric geometry. The results were evaluated with
input angle values in the range of 35◦ to 60◦ and only slight differences were found, affecting the
absolute value of the peaks and therefore not affecting the following discussion.

In Figure 10, the von Mises stress at the bone along a path defined at a distance of 0.25 p and
thread angle 60◦ is plotted. The shift between peaks caused by an average effect was again observed,
which is of no interest. Both the two-dimensional and the simplified model show the same stress
pattern, the results from the simplified model being smoother and providing lower values, up to 8%
difference, in the higher stress peaks. The stresses at other radial locations, 0.125 p and 0.5 p, showed
similar results.
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Figure 10. Von Mises stress along a path in the bone defined parallel to the screw axis and separated
0.25 p from the outermost diameter of the internal thread. The lines correspond to the two-dimensional
FE model and the simplified model, for an HA 2 mm thread in steel-bone contact. Thread pitch is
0.6 mm.
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The results obtained for ISO68 M2 and HA 2 mm analyzed with the two-dimensional FE model
and compared with the simplified model, with the proper parameterization, show deviations of
stress of about 7–8%. However, we have found differences up to 40% comparing the stresses caused
by threads M2 and HA (see Section 2, Figure 6). The different values defining the model thread
parameters: thread diameter, pitch diameter and pitch make possible a proper stress evaluation,
despite the fact that the geometry is rather different considering the character of ISO68 (symmetric)
and HA (asymmetric) threads.

4.3. Scale Factor Effects

The previous discussions have been developed by using threads of 2 mm diameter as a reference
case study. Further analysis can be made of any size-scale effect that may arise when applying the
simplified model to other diameter values. We have evaluated the results of a second set of models
developed for ISO68 M5 and HA 5 mm threads.

Figure 11 plots the results of stress along a path, similarly defined as before, at distance 0.25 p,
the pitch value now being 1.75 mm. In these tests, a force of 500 N was applied. This value is
rather low, compared to the case analyzed for 2 mm, in terms of the values of stress state produced.
Therefore, the application of the model to different sizes and also different relative loads is tested
simultaneously. As shown in the results, the stress state values are again rather similar for both the
two-dimensional FE model and the simplified model, with differences in the same range for the higher
peaks. Possible effects caused by the size-scale can then be excluded in the application of the simplified
model preserving the conditions on mesh size.
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Figure 11. Von Mises stress along a path in the bone defined parallel to the screw axis and separated
0.25 p from the outermost diameter of the internal thread. The lines correspond to the two-dimensional
FE model and the simplified model, for values corresponding to a HA thread of 5 mm in steel-bone
contact. Thread pitch is 1.75 mm.

5. Model Definition and Computing Time

When selecting alternative models for the definition of the joints in complex models, an evaluation
of the level of time effort needed to build the model and the time required for the calculations is needed,
and should be balanced with the quality and confidence of the expected results. These two aspects,
time and quality, usually oppose each other. The time needed to build the model will depend on the
expertise of the user, and the computing time on the complexity of the model. To compare both times
in an objective way, the complexity of the model definition will be treated in this section, and also the
computing time for the solver.

On the one hand, the necessities for the model definition will be explained in order of
increasing difficulty:
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• Simplified bolt thread modelling. Requires the implementation of a simple geometry (cylinder) to
define the thread region, and three input parameters. The mesh needs a simple size control based
on the pitch value, and easy to define.

• Detailed two-dimensional FE model. The geometry for the contact teeth must be fully defined as
a CAD format. The contact regions depend on the number of threads, in this case eight individual
contacts. The mesh requires attention: first, a simple size control by pitch, but also customized
size controls in the thread edges and the fillets, which implies higher time effort for the definition
of the mesh. Indeed, the two-dimensional analysis may not be at all adequate for the overall
problem definition.

• Detailed three-dimensional FE models. Again, the geometry must be fully input in CAD format.
The contact regions depend on the number of threads, and the individual thread-to-thread
contacts. The mesh must be fully customized to obtain smooth transitions at the tiny features.
Small element sizes and growing control are needed to have uniform elements, and to avoid
deformed elements, which produce inaccurate results.

Therefore, the amount of time and attention required to implement the different options is rather
different. The participation of trained personnel becomes critical for defining detailed models in order
to apply proper modelling techniques.

On the other hand, the computing time is also a selection parameter. It will depend on the
machines used for calculation, as a reference, in Table 2 we compare the time needed for the calculation
of the different models developed for this work. The models using a two-dimensional description,
either detailed FE models or simplified models, require relatively low calculation times. However,
three-dimensional models are much more time demanding. Clearly the model selection will have a
major impact on the evaluation of complex models.

Table 2. CPU (Central Processing Unit) solving time of the models (Intel Core i7-4820K 3.70 GHz,
64 GB RAM).

Model Elapsed Time

ISO58 M2 steel-steel contact 2-dim FE 5 s
ISO58 M2 steel-bone contact 2-dim FE 5 s

ISO5835 HA steel-bone contact 2-dim FE 27 s
ISO5835 HA steel-bone contact 3-dim FE 3187 s

ISO58 M2 steel-bone 2-dim simplified 7 s
ISO5835 HA steel-bone 2-dim simplified 9 s
ISO5835 HA steel-bone 3-dim simplified 76 s

6. Conclusions

This work has revisited the evaluation of loads and stress distributions caused by threaded joints,
in this case focusing on surgical applications. These joints comprise materials of different rigidity
(steel and bone) and asymmetric thread geometries. Therefore, the aim was to obtain information of
two-dimensional axisymmetric FE models with detailed geometry and contact definitions, and then
compare the differences caused by the asymmetric geometry with respect to the well-established
symmetric threads. Comparing symmetric (ISO68) and asymmetric (ISO5835-HA) threads of similar
diameter, it was found that the load values were quite similar (within 5%) while the stress state can
differ up to 30%, with HA favoring the lower stress state values at the bone material. This result,
despite being practically applied long ago, cannot be found quantified in any public document to the
author’s knowledge.

The comparison of the two-dimensional and three-dimensional FE models showed that the
geometrical influence of three-dimensional features is within a 5% limit. This value is beyond the
interest for many complex applications. Indeed, the use of two-dimensional models gives an excellent
ratio of accuracy in respect to the modeling and computing time.
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The use of FE models with multi-joints can easily demand simplification of the joint definitions to
obtain a feasible model. The results of detailed FE models were compared with the results provided by
a simplified algorithm available in a widespread software tool. Despite the simple implementation of
this model, the results differed by no more than 8% with respect to the reference FE models. In this
context, it is important to recall the demands of the different options. The definition of very detailed
models is time consuming, and the increasing number of elements to be characterized is also a source
of errors. Indeed, the computing time is also an important point when selecting an appropriate model.
The comparisons made between the different models and cases are useful input information in order
to make educated choices from the options when defining threaded joints, considering the accuracy of
the output results and the degree of difficulty and time required to build and solve the models.
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